Introduction

Domain knowledge encompasses an in-depth comprehension of the world, necessitating the cultivation of various cognitive skills, such as memorization, abstraction, logical thinking, reasoning, and imagination. Human has exhibited unparalleled proficiency in domain knowledge, far exceeding any machine learning models in a long time. Nevertheless, recent advancements in Large Language Models (LLMs), including Bloom (Scao et al. 2022), Llama (Touvron et al. 2023), ChatGLM (Du et al. 2022), GPT4 (OpenAI 2023b; Bubeck et al. 2023) and so many other models, have shown remarkable capabilities in domain text understanding (Wei et al. 2022). It is time to propose more comprehensive and more prospective evaluations than before to explore whether LLMs have actually acquired knowledge, or just acquired a better imitation ability (Srivastava et al. 2022).

Constructing benchmarks is crucial for automatic evaluation as benchmarks facilitate efficient, systematic, and scalable comparisons among models. However, as LLMs continue to grow in size and complexity, they exhibit outstanding performance across a wide range of domain-specific tasks. This makes even the newly released benchmarks like MMLU (Hendrycks et al. 2021), BIG-bench (Srivastava et al. 2022) or HELM (Li et al. 2022) all lag behind the capabilities of the LLMs quickly (Suzgun et al. 2022).

Considering LLMs’ performance, we conclude that the benchmark used to evaluate LLMs should meet the following needs: (1) Needs to cover more tasks (Srivastava et al. 2022): Cutting-edge LLMs have integrated multiple capabilities into unified Text-to-Text transformer models (Raffel et al. 2020). Therefore, the evaluation of LLMs should focus on abilities in multiple tasks. (2) Needs to manifest the disparities among LLMs (Huang et al. 2023): Considering the emergent capacity of the models (Wei et al. 2022), it is likely that the SoTA LLMs by learning knowledge in different domains, now have a certain level of performance in all domains. To accurately evaluate the distinctions of LLMs with varying capacities, the benchmark should consider breaking down the evaluation dimensions into more detailed categories. This will allow for a more precise assessment of each model’s capabilities and provide valuable insights into their relative strengths and weaknesses. (3) Needs to go ahead of the training set (Bubeck et al. 2023): As LLMs are trained on increasingly extensive corpora, newly released benchmarks may become part of the LLMs’ training data much sooner than before. A prerequisite for effective evaluation is to ensure that the benchmarks are fresher than the training data used by LLMs.

In light of the aforementioned needs, we propose a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary, auto-updating benchmark for domain knowledge evaluation. We call this benchmark Xiezhi, named after a mythical creature that symbolizes fairness and judgement. Xiezhi consists of 249,587 questions with 516 disciplines, ranging from 13 different categories: philosophy, economics, law, education, literature, history, natural sciences, engineering, agriculture, medicine, military science, management, and arts. These 516 disciplines are derived from the Chinese Disciplinary Taxonomy, a comprehensive hierarchical classification system of domain knowledge pro-
posed by the Chinese Ministry of Education and widely acknowledged in China. We manually selected and annotated 20,124 questions from the Chinese Graduate Entrance Examination covering these 516 labels to form the Xiezhi-Meta dataset. Xiezhi-Meta is used to train an annotation model capable of estimating the relevance between questions and the choice made by each model, to avoid inaccurate evaluation.

To give more precise evaluation results, we propose a new evaluation setting in this paper. We set 50 options for each multiple-choice question, as previous researchers use only 4 options, resulting in significantly reducing the accuracy of random guessing and thus better revealing the model’s real capabilities. We rank all options of each model in generation probability, as previous researchers use instructions to query the choice made by each model, to avoid inaccurate evaluations due to model’s inability in answering multiple-choice questions or errors in the generated content extraction.

To provide a detailed analysis of current development sta-
tus of LLMs, as well as to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Xiezhi Benchmark and our proposed evaluation process, we conduct experiments on 47 famous LLMs across four benchmarks proposed in different works in our evaluation setting. The experiments are conducted under in 0-shot, 1-shot, 3-shot demonstration setting, which is using small number of examples to demonstrate how to solve a question, with all LLMs being evaluated on both Chinese and English versions of Xiezhi. This enables us to analyze the LLM results based on their optimal performance. Results show that the best-performing LLMs, when tested via multiple-choice questions, have surpassed the level of average practitioners in science, engineering, agronomy, and medicine in multiple-choice form of . But humans still greatly outperform all LLMs in domains of economics, jurisprudence, pedagogy, literature, history, and management. We also examined the differences in performance of various LLMs across different benchmarks. Compared to existing knowledge evaluation benchmarks, Xiezhi covers the broadest range of domains, incorporates the highest quantity of questions, and consists of the most current data. As shown in our experiments, due to the vast diversity of knowledge domains covered in Xiezhi and its fifty-to-one evaluation method, even marginal improvements in any aspect of a model can be accurately assessed. As such, it is most proficient in discerning the capability differences among various LMs, spanning from GPT-4 to LLMs with only 560M parameters. Consequently, it serves as the most appropriate benchmark for evaluating LLMs of differing competencies.

Related Works

Large Language Models

Recently, various companies released their LLMs, such as BARD, ERNIE Bot, Bloom (Scao et al. 2022), pythia (Biderman et al. 2023), Llama (Touvron et al. 2023), Claude, ChatGPT (OpenAI 2023a), GPT-4 (OpenAI 2023b), and ChatGLM (Du et al. 2022). Apart from their outstanding performance on trained tasks, researchers have also discovered that they emerge to have strong performance on many unseen tasks (Zhou et al. 2023; Chung et al. 2022). Consequently, the evaluation of LLMs’ capabilities should focus more on a wide range of tasks over numerous diverse domains and contain samples with different difficulty levels.

The development of LLMs has spurred the growth of a series of small-scale conversational LLMs, such as Alpaca (Taori et al. 2023), Vicuna (Chiang et al. 2023), H2Ogpt (H2O.ai 2023), and Moss (Sun et al. 2023). Most of these small conversational LLMs are fine-tuned based on existing pre-trained LLMs through high-quality dialog data generated from LLMs (Ji et al. 2023; Xu et al. 2023) by parameter-efficient tuning methods (Hu et al. 2021, 2023). In order to achieve excellent performance, these models continuously acquire the latest data from the internet, and their iteration speed is much faster than LLMs. Any new benchmark will quickly become outdated as it is incorporated into the model’s training data.

Benchmarks for Knowledge Evaluation

A number of studies concentrate on assessing a model’s knowledge and reasoning ability. Certain works, including HellaSwag (Zellers et al. 2019), Physical IQA (Bisk et al. 2020), and CosmosQA (Huang et al. 2019), focus on evaluating the understanding of LLMs’ commonsense knowledge. Meanwhile, other research, such as MMLU (Hendrycks et al. 2021), AGI-Eval (Zhong et al. 2023), MMCCU (Zeng 2023), C-Eval (Huang et al. 2023), M3KE (Liu et al. 2023), LexTreme (Niklaus et al. 2023), Big-Bench (Srivastava et al. 2022) and BIG-Bench-Hard (Suzgun et al. 2022) target at evaluating the models’ proficiency in domain knowledge. However, whether these benchmarks provide effective evaluations for all language models remains debatable. This is because only LLMs with super abilities show disparities on their datasets, while small LLMs only perform at a level close to random guessing, leading to different evaluation researches having different or even contradictory results on small LLMs (Huang et al. 2023; Li et al. 2023). Furthermore, as the training corpora for models become increasingly larger, these benchmarks might lose their evaluative significance shortly after they are proposed, due to their incorporation into the training sets of LLMs.

Moreover, the rise of the generative LLMs presents its own difficulties in evaluation (Sai, Mohankumar, and Klapra 2022). Beginning with MMLU (Hendrycks et al. 2021), numerous works have proposed to use of multiple-choice questions to assess generative models. Recently, a variety of evaluation studies, such as SuperClue 1, employed an identical prompt to query all LLMs and do extraction to obtain the choice made by these LLMs. This approach requires models to have strong abilities in instruction understanding especially in multiple-choice answering, as many LLMs are unable to meet that needs, leading to unfair evaluation results.

Xiezhi Benchmark

Chinese Discipline Taxonomy

Chinese Discipline Taxonomy, developed by the Chinese Ministry of Education, organizes disciplines of different domains in college education. The taxonomy divides all domains into different disciplines categories and various levels of disciplines. The meanings of these levels are as follows:

- **Discipline Categories:** This is the highest level of discipline taxonomy, divided according to the nature, characteristics of subjects. There are 14 subject categories in Chinese Discipline Taxonomy, including philosophy, economics, law, education, literature, history, science, engineering, agriculture, medicine, military science, management, art, and Inter-discipline.

  - **First-level disciplines:** A discipline category is divided into numerous first-level disciplines, each possessing relatively independent research content. For example, the “Economics” category is divided into first-level disciplines “Applied Economics” and “Theoretical Economics”, and “Art Studies” consist of “Theatre & File Studies”, “Fine Art” and so on.

  1[https://github.com/CLUEbenchmark/SuperCLUE]
Second-level disciplines: These disciplines represent more subdivided areas of study or topics within the first-level discipline. For example, within the first-level discipline of “Applied Economics”, further divisions include “Financial Markets”, “Banking”, “Insurance” and many other second-level disciplines.

As shown in Fig. 1, Xiezhi Benchmark consists of a total of 13 disciplinary categories, 118 first-level disciplines, and 385 second-level disciplines as question labels. The detailed information on the disciplines and the question amount used in Xiezhi Benchmark is listed in Tab. ?? in Appendix.

Dataset Construction
Data collection: Xiezhi consists of 249,587 questions from mainly two different sources. The first category includes nearly 170k multiple-choice questions collected from six different examinations in China: elementary school exams, middle school entrance exams, college entrance exams, undergraduate exams, graduate entrance exams, and adult education exams. These questions are all open sourced and many Chinese knowledge evaluation dataset have employed these questions (Huang et al. 2023; Liu et al. 2023). The second category comprises of nearly 80k multiple choice questions generated from Chinese open-source academic surveys or reviews, which is a result come from our auto updating method.

Auto Updating: Our auto-updating method comprises three primary components: the construction of Xiezhi-Meta dataset, the generation of questions from open academic documents, and the automated annotation process.

Xiezhi-Meta: We annotated 20,124 questions collected from the Graduate Entrance Examination to form the meta version of Xiezhi through both manual efforts and chatGPT. The aim of annotation is to remove unanswerable questions and to tag each question with as many disciplines as possible.

We first used ChatGPT to tag each question with first or second-level disciplines in Chinese. In the process of tagging, we construct a prompt by concatenating the description of a question with its options, answers, and exam information with the description of each discipline to increase chatGPT’s understanding of the question so that the question could be better tagged. The prompts we used is listed in Appendix Prompt, and the detail of the annotation process is described in Appendix Manual Annotation.

Question Generation: Xiezhi comprises nearly 80k multiple-choice questions generated from academic surveys, as they frequently encompass well-established domain knowledge. We select Chinese academic papers across all disciplines that incorporate the terms “survey” or “review” in their titles. Subsequently, we extract several longest sentences from these surveys, which typically are the introductory sentences that contain comprehensive descriptive information pertinent to a particular field of knowledge. We identify keywords using the OpenNER method (Zhu et al. 2019) from these sentences, which are then masked to formulate the questions. To assemble the set of options for each question, the answers to all other questions in Xiezhi were sampled and combined with the standard answers for each respective question.

Auto Annotation: The objectives of auto annotation include the elimination of unanswerable questions and the assignment of relevant discipline labels to each question. For unanswerable questions, we extracted keywords from the Xiezhi-Meta, such as “as shown in the figure below” or “as listed in the table” and so on, and exclude questions that contain any of these keywords from collected data. We use ChatGPT and an annotation model trained by Xiezhi-Meta to do the discipline labels tagging. The annotation model, which is based on llama-7B, is used to tag coarse-grained discipline labels (The Discipline Categories in this paper) to the questions. Based on the tagged coarse-grained labels, we employ ChatGPT to assign more fine-grained labels (First and Second-level discipline labels) to the questions, in a similar manner to the labeling of Xiezhi-Meta. The detail about the training process of the annotation model and the performance of the auto annotation process is described in Appendix Auto Annotator.

Xiezhi-Specialty & Xiezhi-Interdiscipline: To ensure the validity of the evaluation results, we further propose two additional datasets, Xiezhi-Specialty and Xiezhi-Interdiscipline in both Chinese and English version. The trajectory of LLM development tends to consolidate multiple capabilities within individual LLMs, which may consequently yield unanticipated interdisciplinary problem-solving proficiencies. The division of Xiezi into the Specialty and Interdiscipline datasets is designed to correspond with this evolving trend. These datasets are derived from the original Xiezhi Benchmark with the exclusion of some sensitive questions (e.g., military science) and deeply Chinese-centric questions (e.g., Literary Chinese QA, ancient Chinese poetry completion). Based on a balanced sampling strategy, Xiezi-Specialty is constructed by selecting questions involved in 3 disciplines or less, while Xiezi-Interdiscipline includes questions tagged by 4 disciplines or more. The down-right of Fig. 4 presents an instance of the Xiezhi-Specialty, while an instance of the Xiezi-Interdiscipline is depicted in top-right of Fig. 4. The process of translation and annotation is delineated in Appendix Manual Annotation. Furthermore, Appendix Bias, Ethical Problems and Social Impact comprehensively discusses potential ethical challenges and our effort undertaken to mitigate them.

Experiments

Setup
Models&Device: We conducted experiments on 47 cutting-edge LLMs, the detailed descriptions of all tested LLMs are listed in Tab ?? in Appendix. Our experiments cover 45 open-source LLMs based on eight different base models: bloom, llama, moss, pythia, gpt-neox, stablelm, chatGLM and falcon. Considering the legal issues, we only show the results of two publicly recognized API-based LLMs, ChatGPT and GPT-4. Our experiment was carried out on a DGX Station with 8 80G memory Tesla A100.

More options: All tested LLMs need to choose the best-fit answer from 50 options for each question. Each question is set up with 3 confusing options in addition to the correct answer, and another 46 options are randomly sampled from
all options in all questions in Xiezhi. We obtain options from questions that have different discipline categories and select options that do not have any identical characters (for Chinese) or identical 4-gram characters (for English) to the ground truth. It is worth noting that it is possible to use WordNet, open source synonym databases, or other word construction methods to generate more confusing options. However, our experiments show that the performance of all LLMs declined dramatically when the number of options increased, even when using so many non-confusing options. This achieves our goal of exacerbating the performance gap between LLMs through new experimental settings and also shows that the traditional 4-choice setting has room for improvement.

Few-Shot Demonstration: Additionally, we aim to test the LLMs’ understanding of demonstrations. Therefore, we evaluate the LLMs’ capabilities under 0-shot, 1-shot, and 3-shot settings. Although previous researches use a 5-shot setting, our experiments have much bigger options number for each question, taking the maximum input length of each LLM into consideration, we only use at most 3 examples in our few-shot learning experiments. The examples used for demonstration were obtained from Xiezhi-Train, a dataset containing 2,555 questions absent from Xiezhi-Specialty and Xiezhi-Interdiscipline, with a minimum of two labels matching the test questions, an illustration is depicted in Fig. 4.

Metrics: In this section, we present mainly two experiment results: the overall performance of all LLMs across various benchmarks, and the ranking of the top eight 0-shot LLMs in
12 non-sensitive domain categories of the Xiezhi-Benchmark with the scores for top and average practitioners. For the 45 open-source models assessed in our evaluation, we calculated the probability of each model choosing every option using generative probabilities and then ranked all options accordingly based on the probabilities. Due to legal considerations, we only display the results of two publicly recognized API-based LLMs: ChatGPT and GPT-4, and we ask them to rank all given options through instructions. To represent the results of all ranking outcomes, we employed the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as the metric in this section, which calculates the reciprocal rank of the correct answer. MRR closer to 1 indicates that the model is more capable of placing the correct answer at the front of the ranking, while it suggests that the LLM tends to place the correct answer at the bottom if it is closer to 0. As a comparison, we also employ four different metrics and detailed them in Appendix Results on Other Metrics.

Randomness: To reduce the effect of randomness on our experiment, we set the random seed of some python libraries used in our experiment, which are Numpy, Random, and Torch, to 42. It is worth noting that since we used a generative probability to rank each option, this generative probability is independent of the hyperparameters to each LLMs. Nonetheless, in order to be consistent in our experiments even for details we did not notice, we still set the deterministic hyperparameters, as described in Appendix Detail Hyperparameters. Besides, Given that each question need to sample other 46 options, we constructed the set of options for each question before we started our experiment to ensure the consistency in our experiment. Also, we used string similarity during sampling to select questions that were very unlikely to be standard answers.

Human Performance: Since we mainly collected questions from some of the most important examinations in China, whose average scores will be released annually. Furthermore, for various academic entrance examinations, each institution will publish the average score of their recruit students. We annotate each question using the average score of the available corresponding examination and calculated the mean of all the questions within the benchmark where examination scores can be obtained. Additionally, we used the average scores publicized by several of China’s top institution as a representation of a higher level of human performance. While this scoring method has its limitations, which we thoroughly analyze in Appendix Bias, Ethical Problems and Social Impact, it still provides usable human baselines for Xiezhi.

Results of LLMs

The overall performance towards Xiezhi and baselines of all LLMs are listed in Tab. 2, and in Tab. 1. The ranking of all LLMs in each domain category is listed in Tab. 1. And here we give the most intriguing observation in the experiments.

Note: (1) The results of GPT-4 and ChatGPT are acquired through instructions, their real capabilities of them may be higher than the score listed in the tables. (2) Tab. 1 displays the optimal outcomes, which are combined performance of Xiezhi-Specialty and Xiezhi-Interdiscipline, in both Chinese and English Xiezhi. (3) At the moment of writing this paper, M3KE has solely released its training dataset. So we employed this dataset for conducting the experiments, which allowed us to execute only 0-shot experimental setups.

Observation 1: Best Performance = Pretraining + Fine-tuning

Examining the overall results presented in Tab. 1, it is observed that all top-10 open-source LLMs are built upon either the llama or bloom frameworks. This suggests that obtaining the most exceptional performance is more likely through these two base models, due to their substantial potential and superior performance in domain text comprehension. Moreover, it is noted that all open-source models within the top-10 overall performance in Tab. 1 are finetuned models, which implies that only finetuned LLMs can attain the highest performance. As a result, both effective pretraining and fine-tuning processes are crucial components in attaining optimal performance in domain text comprehension.

Observation 2: Most LLMs are incapable of performing stably few-shot learning from demonstrations

As shown in the “Performance-Average” in Tab. 2, the average performance of LLMs reveals that more quantity of examples results in better model performance. However, it is not an absolute guarantee that each LLM will exhibit enhanced performance in response to an increased number of demonstrations. On the contrary, several LLMs exhibit a decline in performance as the quantity of learning examples expands. In contrast, GPT-4 and ChatGPT demonstrate a more stable improvement in their performance through few-shot learning. This can be attributed to the extensive domain knowledge possessed by GPT-4 and ChatGPT, enabling them to effectively comprehend the features embedded within the learning samples.

Observation 3: More LLMs’ parameters don’t guarantee better performance

Numerous studies have posited that an increase in the number of model parameters corresponds to an enhancement in model’s performance. This notion holds true when comparing LLMs that exhibit an order of magnitude difference in their parameters. For instance, Bloomz-7b1 surpasses Bloomz-p3 in the majority of domain tasks, and Pythia-1.4b outperforms other Pythia models with larger parameter counts across most benchmarks. A possible explanation for this phenomenon could be that LLMs with different parameter quantities are optimally suited to different amounts of pre-training and fine-tuning data (Hoffmann et al. 2022).

Observation 4: Small LMs enhance domain capabilities at the expense of generic capabilities

In our experiments, we examined two medical LLMs: DoctorGLM and Baize-Healthcare. DoctorGLM originated from ChatGLM-6B, and Baize-Healthcare was derived from Llama-7B, with both models fine-tuned using medical domain text. Although both models have lower MRR compared to other LLMs fine-tuned based on the same base models, they each demonstrate high performance in medical domain. This suggests the augmentation of LLMs with fewer parameters in domain text comprehension, whether finetuned through exclusively domain-specific data or combining domain-specific and generic data,
Table 1: Ranking of all LLMs in each category in 0-shot setting. ✓ denotes human performance exceeds the state-of-the-art LLMs, whereas ✗ signifies LLMs have surpassed human performance.

will inevitably lead to a trade-off in the understanding of generic text. This observation aligns with the findings from previous research (Fu et al. 2023; Zhao et al. 2023).

### Results of Benchmarks

Based on the observations from Tab. 1, although the objective is to comprehensively evaluate the domain capabilities of LLMs, the various benchmarks still exhibit differing results, which indicates the different emphases of each benchmark. GPT-4, ChatGPT, and Bloomz-mt consistently rank within the top 10 across all four benchmarks, Baize-7b, and Bloomz-7b1 demonstrate remarkable abilities as they rank within the top 10 across three of the benchmarks. Furthermore, Xiezhi exhibits the highest variance among all LLMs in the “Performance-Variance” of Tab. ??, while the score of GPT-4 doesn’t always rank first like it was in other benchmark works. This indicates that the Xiezhi Benchmark excels at discerning the competence disparities among diverse LLMs and possesses the potential to appraise more potent LLMs.

### Conclusion

We introduced Xiezhi, a new benchmark that measures how well LLMs acquire and apply domain knowledge. By covering 516 subjects ranging from 13 categories with 249,587 questions, Xiezhi proposes a taxonomy of all human knowledge and assesses language understanding of the cutting-edge 47 LLMs in greatest breadth and depth among all previous benchmarks. Our research has revealed that the SOTA LLMs have outperformed practitioner experts in several domains when evaluated by multiple-choice question answering tasks. Furthermore, there is still a big gap in generic domain knowledge comprehension between larger and smaller models. Our experimental findings and the Xiezhi Benchmark we developed provide researchers with a more comprehensive understanding of their capabilities across diverse domains.
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